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CHAPTER I
I:JTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to explain the aggregate determinants of common stock growth, risk, and yield
with an econometric model which a) is based on accepted
theory, b) is simple in the sense that only the most important causal variables are included so that a powerful explanatory framework is developed, and c) is empirically corroborable at high levels of statistical significance.
The theoretical model used here is based on a synthesis of the Knightlan theory of risk and uncertainty, the
Cobb-Douglas production function, and a conventional model
of capital supply.

The dependent variable is a certain

yield differential, and the explanatory variables derived
from the model are aggregate real growth, inflation, and a
variable representing changes in overall liquidity.

On the

basis of the reasoning from which the model is derived, it
is suggested that the effects of inflation and real growth
on common stock growth and risk can be partitioned, and such
a partition is made.
Then a model of common stock yield is derived from
the model of yield differential by means of a theorem from
statistics, and this second model is examined.
There is indirectly some empirical precedent for this

study.

In the case of fixed income assets, the nominal

rate of interest is often defined as the sum of the real
Interest rate and the rate of inflation or the expected
inflation rate.
by Fisher (I896).

This, of course, is the idea first proposed
And in recent years it has been examined

empirically by several writers each using his ovm definition
of the real Interest rate.
Yohe and Karnosky (I969) estimated the relationship
between the rate on Moody's Aaa bonds and a distributed
lag of inflation rates.

Sargent (1969) used a sim.ilar model

but included a term for the real interest rate defined as
a function of GNP and its rate of change.

Feldstein and

Eckstein (1970) obtained a correlation coefficient of 0.992
estimating high grade bond yields with a model with causal
variables representing the real per capita monetary base,
the real per capita private GNP, and the real per capita
privately owned Federal debt, and with an autoregressive
term and a distributed lag of inflation rates.

Feldstein

and Chamberlain (1973) obtained equally impressive results
with one of the more elaborate models of bond interest rates
Their model is unique in that it includes causal variables
which represent expected rates of return in the markets for
money, bonds, goods, and equities.

And, again, they have

included a Fisherian inflation expectation variable.

The

methodology of such studies was explored by Cargill and
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and Meyer (1974) who tested for feedback effects.

They

found that for government bonds the effect of inflation on
yield dissipates within about one year.
In the area of equity yields and macroeconomic variables, however, less seems to have been done.

In empiri-

cal studies Homa and Jaffee (1971) experimented with a
model of stock price as a simple linear function of monetary variables.

Yield was not considered.

Hamburger and

Kochin (1972), in their study of the linear effects of
monetary and inflation variables on common stock price,
experimented briefly with a model of the change in equity
yield caused by monetary variables.

But their highest cor-

relation coefficient was only 0.25, and they did not consider the absolute level of equity yields either as a dependent
or an independent variable.

Malklel and Quandt (1972) used

an equation of stock price as a linear function of several
explanatory variables including inflation but excluding
aggregate real growth.

Again, yield was neither an indepen-

dent nor a dependent variable.

An interesting model of

"systematic" risk or "beta" coefficients as a function of
inflation and aggregate real growth was tested with m.lxed
results by Robichek and Cohn (1974) for some individual
securities.

But no attempt was made to expand the analysis

See Lintner (1975).
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to include "unsystematic" risk nor was yield considered.
Keran (1971) appears to have done work related to
the present study.

He proposed and tested a model of stock

price which Includes the variables, inflation and real
growth, as determinants of the Interest rate on fixed income
assets.

But stock price is expressed as a linear function

of corporate earnings and the Interest rate on fixed income
assets.

Therefore, equity yield is not a variable in this

model.
Perhaps Modigllanl (1972) has provided the most direct
antecedent to this analysis.

In his model, equity yield is

the dependent variable, and the explanatory variables are
the interest rate on corporate bonds, a complex inflation
sensitivity index, a time trend variable, and a growth
index equal to net after tax corporate profit as a fraction
of corporate dividends.

Modigllanl followed the familiar

convention in specifying common stock yield as the difference in the nominal discount rate and the expected equity
growth rate.

According to the negative signs with which

they enter the estimated equation, the earnings-dividend
ratio, the Inflation index, and the time index are components of growth in investor expectations.

And, although

there is a problem with error autocorrelation, which
Modigllanl solved with an ad hoc procedure, the correlation
coefficient, apparently unadjusted, is 0.946.

This is an excellent model, of course.

But the eco-

nomic meanings of the inflation and time trend variables
are not precisely evident a priori beyond the obvious implication that equity growth is dependent in some way on time
and inflation.

Modigllanl seems to refer to these problems

when he says, "...the model and estimated coefficients leave
us far from satisfied.

On the whole we must consider this

sector of the model as unfinished business, and we are continuing work on it even if with some qualms as to whether
it will ever be finished to our satisfaction."
Modigllanl is probably right, but we contend that
The time variable is of the form:
max[53.0 - TIME,0] ,
and the inflation variable is
11
1 'PCON_^ - PCON_^_^
Q-W-400.0-0.13-1(0.87)
PCON -i-1
1=0
such that:
1.0 if TIME>80
Q =
0

if TIME<80

11
W^ =

I ^^- ^i
i=0
PCON_j^ - PCON_^_^
"(1/12) if 400

t-i

PCON -i-1

0 otherwise
where PCON is the consumption deflator.

> 1.5

on an a priori basis there is a sir:pler explanation of
equity yield and that this simple explanation is as statistically significant as the model outlined above.

We furthe:

propose to test this model over a twenty year interval on
a quarterly basis instead of the fifteen and one half year
interval which Modigllanl used.
In chapter two a model of common stock growth and
risk is developed along conventional lines, and it is
Integrated with a model of capital input markets.

In chap-

ter three the model is developed further with the inclusion
of the concept of liquidity changes in a state of uncertainty.

This last model serves as a theory of comm.on stock

growth, risk, and yield.

In chapters four and five the

model is tested and examined, and results are summarized
in chapter six.

CHAPTER I I

GROvrrn AND RISK
A conventional definition of economic risk is Frank
Knight's (1921) description of those future contingencies
whose cost is "insurable."

That is, decision makers do

not knov7 necessarily the exact course of future events,
but they do know the probability of every possible event
in the future and its effect on the profit and loss of the
enterprise.

Therefore, a mathematical calculation can be

made of the cost of insurance against undesirable outcomes.
Under risk economic profit is impossible in a state of
perfect competition because revenue is equal to the sum of
explicit cost and the cost implied by known probability.
Under uncertainty, on the other hand, the future is not
known in terms of actual amount or probability.

Thus eco-

nomic profit is possible under uncertainty since unforeseen
cost may or may not manifest itself.
We hypothesize a perfectly competitive economy in a
state of Knightlan risk without uncertainty and in which
production is characterized by a Cobb-Douglas function.
Let M denote the integral number of classes or forms
of financial capital each indicated by an index i=l,...,M.
For a simple economy, one might consider only, say, three
forms: common stocks, preferred stocks, and bonds.

At the

8
extreme, M might represent the total num.ber of all individual Issues of corporate capital and all legal forms of private financial capital.
It is assumed that, since competition is perfect, all
decision makers have perfect knowledge of the present and
future probability of any given economic event and its effect
For the 1-th form of capital, x.(t) denotes the unit income
stream at time t, V. represents the present (t=0) unit value,
f^(x^/t) denotes the probability density function of the
event that x.(t) is paid conditional on the event that time
is t, and y.(t) represents the expected value of x (t) conditional on t.

Since knowledge is shared perfectly, f.(x /t)

and y.(t) are the same for each decision maker.

And by

definition:

1)

v^it)

= /x^(t)f^(x^/t)dx^ .
— 00

Intuitively this means that decision m.akers in the
present know that future Income is subject to the influences
of the passage of time and that they know these Influences.
A decision maker in the present might conceptualize f.(x./t)
as a three dimensional surface defined and continuous over
every x. and every non-negative t, and he might visualize
y.(t) as a mapping of f. and t into the x.,t plane.
concepts are illustrated below.

Both

Probability surface in a state of risk
It is the discounted value of the expected income
stream y.(t) which is summed to compute present value V
A standard expression is:

2)

V. = / y^(t)e"^^dt
0

where r is the market discount rate exclusive of risk

10
Substitution of equation 1) into 2) yields:
oooo

-rt
V^ = //x^(t)f^(x^/t)e~^^dx
dt

3)

0—00

Equation 3) expresses the income stream in terms of known
probability and Is thus a model of risk.

The appropriate

discount rate is r, not r plus some risk component; there
is no risk that the decision maker does not know f (x./t).
Consider, for the 1-th form of capital, an arbitrary
unit income, not necessarily equal to p.(t), over time t,
and let x*(t) represent this stream.

Modifying the discount

rate to include a component, denoted ij;. , which represents
risk, V. is computed such that:
CO

V^ = /x*(t)e
0

4)

- (r+ip. )t

^

»«

dt ( = //x^(t)f^(x^/t)e~^^dx.dt )
0-<»

Intuitively, for a bond the variable ij;. is the rate
of Insurance against the possibility of default from the
coupon assuming the coupon Is equal to x*(t).

If the most

probable income is less than the coupon, i^. is greater than
For a preferred stock, ii. is the rate of insurance

zero.

against a reduction in the fixed maximum dividend if this
dividend is equivalent to x*(t).

Since x*(t) is the maxlriui

ft

In an appropriate model of risk aversicn, r in 3)
might include a component representing aversion.

11
payment in this case, the rate i|>. of insurance is positive
if there is probability of a reduction at any time from
the maximum amount.

The risk rate ^.

of a common stock

depends on whatever dividend rate the decision maker specifies since there is no given stream to consider.

In effect

the decision maker makes a judgment of the course of the
future dividend stream and then computes the risk of making
that judgment.

If his judgment is too optimistic, \p. is

positive and large.
These notions can be expressed precisely.

Let V'

represent the present value of x*(t) in a state of no risk.
Clearly:

5)

V' = /x*(t)e -rt
'^dt
^
0 ^

The value of ip. is non-negative if and only if
-(r+i|; )t

6)

V» 1 V
1

= /x*(t)e
1

^

dt ,

Q i

and ip. is negative if and only If:

7)

^i ^ ^1 •

Now suppose x?(t) is constrained to an exponential

12

path over time.

8)

We define x*(t) such that:

x*(t) = x^^e 1

where, for the i-th form of capital, x.^ denotes the (fixed)
current unit Income and <j> is a non-negative value representing the magnitude of the vector of all forces which
contribute to increases in income.

This is the standard

expression for exponential growth at rate ({». . Substitution
of 8) into 4) produces:
(() t

9)

-(r+ij; )t

V. = /(x.-e ^ )e
J.

Q

^

dt

lU

which reduces to:
00

9a)

V^ = /(x^Qe

^

^

)e"'^^^dt .

Equation 9a) is also the model for income y.(t) equal
to X.-.e

and discounted by rate r as in 2) if it is

assumed that y.(t) follows an exponential path over time
and if \|;. is defined as a non-negative value representing
the magnitude of the vector of all forces which impede or
reverse Increases in unit income.

Then p.(t) equals x.-.

in the present and changes at the rate ^^"'I'j.

The differ-

ence • i"'^* Is the value representing the equllibriur> of the
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opposing forces corresponding to <^. and \l> respectively.
The exponential path model is elementary and is widely
accepted.
y.(t).

The version above is assumed to hold here for

But expressed in terms of probability, it is less

restrictive than those models which constrain actual income
x.(t) to an exponential path.

Moreover, y.(t) is a model

of what the decision maker in the present knows about the
future.

The decision maker at some other point in time—the

present to him then—might adopt an exponential model y.(t)
with a different rate

<^A-^.,

of change.

The parameters 4).

and \\). shift as the decision maker moves forward in time.
Denote by Z. the current yield of the i-th capital.
We have:

10)

h=

•10
V.

•10
(<l).-^.)t
.
/(x.^e 1 1 )e "^^dt
0 ^^
10
00 -{r+}\>

-<\> ) t

x,o-/e

dt

-(r+ij;^-•^^)t

e
w

-(r+i|;^--*i)

= r + ij»^ - •^

. 0
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which is a familiar result.
ference in r and Z^.

Now let D. represent the dif-

D^ is obviously a function of i>. and

\^. such that:

11)

D^ ( = r - Z^ ) = D^(4.^,i^^) = ,j,^ - ,j,^ .

That is, the yield differential between the market discount
rate and the current yield of the 1-th capital is equal to
• j^-^j^.
Consider the Income stream y.(t) under the assumption
that aggregate real output is determined by a Cobb-Douglas
production function such that:

12)

"o M
^'l
Q = e(t)-N "".ny^^K^.^ ;

aQ+a^+.. .+aj^ = 1

where Q is output; e(t) is a variable representing production efficiency, some function of technology and therefore
of time t; N is the quantity of labor, a homogeneous input;
K. is the quantity of the j-th capital; and a^,a, , . . . ,aj^
are parameters which are positive in value and fixed over
time t.
It should be remembered that the oririnal Cobb-Dour.las
function was estimated in terms of money additions *:o cap^ltal
(Cobb and Douglas 1928) and that it is designed, among other
things, to explain distributive shares of national income
(Liebhafsky 1963). So it is not inappropriate to formulate
the function with financial capital as Inputs instead of
physical capital.

15
Unit income y^(t) or price is equal, of course, to
marginal revenue product.

Under perfect competition we

have:

13)

\i^(t)

= P

where P is price of output.

13a)

Equation 13) reduces to

y^(t) = P(a^K^le(t)N''°n^^^Kj'^)
a^PQ

which is the standard Cobb-Douglas result.

Taking the log

and differentiating with respect to t produces:
,U^
^^^

_ l _ d y ^
y^(t)
dt

I d P . l d Q
P dt
Q dt -

. ^ ^
K^ d t

or:
111.,
•^^^

. ^ ^ I d P . l d Q
_ _ l _ ^ ! i m
K^ d t
" P dt
Q dt " y^(t)
dt

Equation l4a) is an expression in percentage terms of input
demand for the 1-th form of financial capital.
A simple model of input supply with quantity as a

16
function of price is

15)

K, = q ^ y .il

where CJ^Q is a parameter and ^.^

is the elasticity of supply

With time t as an explicit variable, we might expect input
supply to be elastic to the aggregate size of the economy.
Modifying 15) we have:

^11 ^12 ^i^

16)

where ^.p and ^

are parameters.

And input supply might

be subject to some trend which is a function uniquely of
time such that:

17)

^11,^12^^13 ^i4^
e
>
Kj^ = ^iO^i^"^^ ^"^

^iZi parameter

Equation 17) is postulated as the model of supply.

Taking

the log and differentiating as before produces:

18)

1 ^^i
K. dt

f

«iH +

^

hi y^(t)

dy^(t)^

dt

f 1 dPl
+ C 12 P dt

[1 dQ]

+ C iBlQ dtj •

From equations l4a) and 18) the Input equilibrium.

17
condition is:

19)

1
dy^(t)
1i g
dP^ + ^1 adQ^ .
P dt
Q dt
y^(t)
dt

1

d^i^t)^

y^(t)
'l dP
+ ^12 P dt

dt J
fl iQ]
[Q dtJ

which reduces to:

19a)

cay^(t)
dt
y^Ct)

•14
1+K 11

1 - K 12

fl dPl
1+^ il IP dtJ

I'K
11 fl dQ]
ll+C11 IQ dtJ
or:

19b)

v^(t)

dy^(t)
dt

where T\.^y n.^,

1 dP
^10 ^ ^11 P dt

1 dQ
+ n 12
IQ dtJ

and n^^p ^^^ ^^^ appropriate parameters

Since y^(t) changes at the rate •t'j^-'l'j^ ="D^, we have:

20)

fl dPl

D^ = •^ - 11;^, = n^Q + n 11 P dt

fl dQl

+ n 12 iQ dtJ

Thus yield differential is a linear function of inflation
and aggregate real growth.
It is less restrictive, more general to suppose that
the relationship between D. and ^ -Jir and TT -r^ is distributed
1
r at
y at
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with lags over present and past values of inflation and
real growth.

Whether this is the case or not Is a proposi-

tion which can be tested empirically.

Thus the model Is

expressed with the very general hypothesis that D. is a
linear function of separate lags on real growth and inflatlon.
Both ^^ and ij; have been defined as non-negative
values.

This avoids the syntactical inconsistencies in

the expressions "negative growth" and "negative risk."
No generality Is lost in the applicability of the model by
imposing this condition because, for any given value, positive or non-positive, of the rate (J>.-ij;. of change of y. ,
there are, trivially, two non-negative numbers (t>. and i|>.
1

whose difference is the given value.

1

Too, since from 9a)

the effect on income and value of (J>. and i|>. is the same
but with opposite signs, this convention provides a useful
method for determining the elements of growth and risk for
the i-th financial capital by partitioning (^. and \ii. into
their respective linear components.

For example, suppose

there is a linear relationship between the dependent variable D. as defined above and, say, m independent variables
X«,X..,...,X _, such that:
21)

D, = BgXo + B,X^ + ... + B^_,X^_,

The terms "lag" and "distributed las" are used interchangeably.
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where ^Q'^1'''*'^m-1 ^^^ non-zero coefficients.

An axiom

set might be formulated which states:
1.

Any non-negative independent variable X

(u=0,l,...,

m-1) with a positive coefficient 3 represents an
u
element of growth for capital (since in the equation
D^ = (().- ij;., (j> is non-negative with a coefficient,
unity, which is positive); and
2.

Any non-negative X

with a negative coefficient repre-

sents an element of risk (since In D. = (|). - 4>., yl>. is
non-negative with a negative coefficient).
These axioms are assumed to hold.
We consider in the next chapter the effect of changes
in liquidity on the theoretical system.

CHAPTER III
LIQUIDITY AND UNCERTAIN'TY
In the model developed above it is assumed that the
probability of any future event is known perfectly and that
this probability is a function of production as specified
by a Cobb-Douglas function.

Since knowledge is perfect,

there is no difference in the expected values of growth
and risk and the actual values subject as always to the
probability constraint.

This is implicit in the analysis.

Consider, however, the effect of an unexpected change
in liquidity caused by, say, a discretionary decision of
the monetary authorities.

Even though decision making

agents hold very firm expectations about grov/th and risk,
a sudden unexpected decrease or increase in liquidity might
preclude those actions by which these agents m.anifest their
decisions.

In both cases decision makers are faced with

a situation of portfolio im.balance between liquid assets
and rather Illiquid assets such as common stock if they
attempt to base decisions on firmly held expectations.
The immediate effect on common stock yield of a change
in liquidity might be different than the effect on the market discount rate or other asset yields. The effect on each
would depend on the particular institutional constraints
20

21
of the asset under consideration.

For instance, liquidity

effects on common stock yield are transmitted in part
through initial and maintenance margin requirements to which,
say, non-convertible bonds are not subject.

It is to be

expected, therefore, that the differential between the market discount rate and common stock yield is dependent on
current liquidity effects in addition to the effects of
real growth and inflation.
In the long run. If the new rate of change of liquidity were maintained, it would come to be expected.

But we

assume that its long run effect on yield differential would
be indirect, acting through real growth and inflation.
To make explicit these concepts, we postulate a
Knightian economy as before but with uncertainty only with
respect to overall liquidity.

Liquidity change is defined

as the difference betv/een annualized monetary grov:th in the
most recent period and the long run annualized rate of
monetary growth.

Denoting liquidity change at time i by

L , the particular equation used in this study is:

22)

L^ = G^ - (Jo)X°-»

v/here G is the annualized periodic (quarterly) growth rate
of the narrowly defined money supply.

The m.odified equation

22
of yield differential then is written:

23)

D^ = (j)^ - ij;^ + x^L

1 dP]
^iO ^ ^11 P dtj

\l dQ'
^12 Q dt + X^L

where X^ is the parameter for L associated with the i-th
form of capital.

Equation 23) is postulated as the model

of yield differential.

Since the effect of L on D

is not

anticipated, a distributed lag of past values of L is not
appropriate.

Only a recent value of L is appropriate.

Also, because changes in liquidity are unexpected, i.e.
uncertain, they are not subject to the axiomatic partitioning for growth and risk developed above.

That partition

is devised for expected changes.
Changing notation to a more convenient form, the
model of yield differential for common stock as a form of
capital is:
m

where D

m

denotes the difference in the market discount
CT

rate and common stock yield at time T; X*^
T-g

and X^ , denote,
T-h

respectively, the rates of inflation and real growth for
the aggregate economy in periods x-g (g=0,l,...,m ) and

23
T-h (h=0,l,. . . ,m ); L_^ represents the change in liquidity
at time x; and

BQJBLB^,

the disturbance term e
m

25)

and X^ are parameters.

Adding

produces the regression equation:
m

D^, = 6„ . J(6^-XP.^) . J(6^X^.,) . X^L^ . e^.

And since the effect of changes in liquidity might not be
transmitted instantaneously to D , a model of the form:
ex'
m
m

is also considered.
In the next chapter a common stock index, which is
sufficiently broad and balanced to represent common stock
in the aggregate as a form of capital, is selected, and
the model of yield differential above is tested.

Then the

above axioms are employed to analyze the roles of inflation
and aggregate real growth as elements of common stock growth
and risk.

CHAPTER IV
AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF
YIELD DIFFERENTIAL
The model is estimated for the interval of time from
I956-I to 1975-IV inclusive.

The latest revised quarterly

figures are used throughout.
The data for common stock current yield is computed
from the Standard and Poors "500" index of common stock.
As calculated by Standard and Poors, the quarterly current
yield of the index equals the sum of the dividends in the
given quarter and three previous quarters divided by the
price of the index at the end of the given quarter.

This

index is used because a) it is well-constructed with each
issue weighted according to capitalization, b) It includes
425 industrials, 25 railroads, and 50 utilities and thus
represents a balanced selection of stock prices, and c) the
500 stocks comprise about 90 to 95 percent of the value of
New York Stock Exchange common stock held by Investors.
Data for the market discount rate comes from the First
National City Bank's time series of yields on high grade,
new issue corporate bonds adjusted to a AAA basis.
end of quarter values are employed.

Again,

This index is used

because a) high grade bond yields have by definition a
minimal risk premium, b) the price of bonds trading near
24

25
par value should not be affected much by the capital gains
tax distortions peculiar to bonds, and c) the yield on
long-term bonds more closely resembles the discount rate
for common stock than does the yield on bonds of short
duration since common stock in theory generates a perpetual
income stream.

Similar indices published by Standard and

Poors and Moodys have large time gaps which in several
places overlap the end of quarter.

Values of the dependent

variable are computed simply by subtracting the stock yield
from the bond yield.
The data for aggregate real growth and Inflation come
from the figures on GNP Ih constant dollars and the figures
on the implicit GNP deflator published by the Department of
Commerce in various issues of the Survey of Current Business
And the monetary data comes from information in the Federal
Reserve Bulletin.
With quarterly data for inflation and real growth,
multlcollinearlty might be a problem using lagged data.
And yet there is no apparent behavioral or technological
hypothesis in this case which indicates specific forms to
the lag coefficients 6^ and 6^.

So Shirley Almon's (1965)

flexible lag structure is employed.

In Almon's schem.e the

The data in the form used for regression is presented
in the Appendix along with the computer program, used In the
study.

only a priori assumption is that the values of the set of
lag coefficients under consideration can be approxlr-ated
over the closed interval of time of the lag by a polynomial
of suitable degree.

The values of this polynomial are com-

puted by the Lagranglan interpolation formula.

According

to this formula the lag coefficients w(s) (s=0,l,...,m ),
analogous to B^ (g=s) and B? (h=s), are expressed by the
equation:

27)

w(s) =

AQ(S).W(SQ)

+ A^(s)-w(s^) + ... + A^(s).w(s^)

such that:
(s-s )(s-s^)

28)

AQ(S)

=

i

i

(s-s„)

^

(SQ-S-L)(SQ-S2)---(SQ-S^)

(S-SQ)(S-S2)

^2"^v^

(S^-SQ)(S-^-S2)- --(S^-S^)

(S-SQ)(S-S^)

(S-S^_^)

^^v-^O^^^v-^l^--*^^v-^-l^
where

SQ,S^,...,S

are v+1 values, not necessarily Integers,
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selected arbitrarily in the closed interval [0,m ] and
' w
where v is the degree of the polynomial approximated by
Lagranglan interpolation.

Using the Almon technique, W ( S Q ) ,

W(S^),...,w(s^) are the parameters which are estimated by
regression after the appropriate transformation of the
original m^+1 independent variables X into the v+1 variw
s
ables V/Q,W , ...,W such that:
m

29)

w
I(w(s).Xg) = W ( S Q ) . W Q + w(s^).W-^ + ... + w(s ).W^ .
s=0

There are never more parameters to be estimated by the Almon
technique than by outright estimation of coefficients of a
lag with no structural restrictions.

That is, v+l<m +1.
— w

Almon derives the expression for the sample variances
of the estimates w(s) as:
30)

var[w(s)] = af[A 1([W]'[W]) ^[A^]'

; s=0,l,...,m

where [W] is the nx(v+l) matrix of the n observations of
the variables W^,WT ,. . . ,W^, and where [A^] is the lx(v+l)
U

1

V

o

vector of Lagranglan coefficients given by:

31)

[Ag] = [ A Q ( S )

A^(s)

...

A^(S)

] .

And although she does not derive a corresponding test
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Statistic for w(s), it is clear that a T statistic is app: 'O'
priate since each w(s) is normally dlstributed--w(s) is a
linear transformation of the normally distributed w(s ) ,
w(s, ),...,W(S )—and since le /a is independent of w(s)
2
"^1
and is distributed x (n-k) where k is the number of estimated parameters in the regression. Then the T statistic
under the hypothesis that w(s) = W Q ( S ) is:

32)

[w(s) - w_(s)](n-k)l'^^
^ = -7
T
n p .1/2
[Ag](CW]'[W])-l[Ag]'( le^)
^
x = l ''

with n-k degrees of freedom.
The "flexibility" of the lag structure is increased
(decreased) by increasing (decreasing) the integer value
of V.

For instance, if v=l the approximate polynomial is

a straight line, and w(s) is a linear function of s.

If

v=2 then w(s) is an approximate polynomial function of
degree two of s.

If v=3 then w(s) is a third degree poly-

nomial function of s and so forth.

But as v Increases, the

number of the parameters W(SQ),w(s^),...,w(s^) to be estimated increases.
more of a problem.

And as that happens, collinearlty becomes
As a further precaution, therefore,

against collinearlty, the degree of the polynomial used in
this study is set equal to three, a rather low degree.
In her original presentation of the lag structure,
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Almon postulates that the endpoints w(0) and w(m ) of the
lag equal zero for the particular model she examines.
However, in more recent presentations by other writers,
this restriction is treated as a special variation which
may be employed when called for by a priori information
(Tinsley 1967), or else it is dropped altogether (Johnston
1972).

This study employs estimated endpoints.
Since v=3 for the lags used here, four points in the

interval [0,m ] are selected.
w
arbitrary.

As mentioned, the choice is

So for consistency the points 0,1,m -1, and m,

are selected for each of the lags considered.
For the case of a regression equation with only one
lag over the explanatory variables, Almon suggests that a
number of successive lag lengths be considered.

Then the

lag length which is "best" on the basis of the adjusted
coefficient R

of multiple correlation is chosen from the

several estimated.

In her example the lagged independent

variable with the highest simple correlation coefficient
indicates the midpoint of an Initial lag length.

Then a

range of successive lag lengths about this initial length
—2
is tested to maximize R .
However, this method is not appropriate for equations
in which there are two lags each over different time series.
In this case the optimum lag length for one set of variables
is dependent on the lag length of the other set.

Instead,
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the method proposed by Schmidt and Waud (1973) is used here
to determine the "best" equation.

Under this method, a lag

length which seems sufficiently long is chosen as the maximum length to be tested.

Then all lag lengths from this

maximum to the lag of length zero (i.e. the "distributed
lag" which contains only the current explanatory variable)
are tested.

And the equation which best satisfies some

suitable test criterion such as highest R
the "best" equation.

is selected as

In the case of an equation with two

lagged explanatory variables, this means that all combinations of the two lag lengths, each from the maximum to zero,
are tested.

For a polynomial of degree v, the Almon tech-

nique cannot be applied for lags with less than v+1 periods
since v+1 parameters are estimated.

In such instances

Schmidt and Waud suggest that the lag coefficients be estimated as free, unrestricted parameters.

So in this study

lags with less than four periods are estimated directly
without the Almon restriction.
For equations 25) and 26) a maximum lag length of 35
periods is chosen for each of the two lags.

That is, all

Almon's method is very susceptible to specification
error in those instances where the true model involves no
lagged explanatory variables. As Schmidt and V.'aud point
out, it would be Incorrect to use T statistics of the coefficients of some lag of non-zero length in order to find
out if there were no lagged relationship since specification error invalidates T statistics. Schmidt and V.'aud's
method circumvents that problem.
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combinations of lag lengths m and m each equal to 0,1,...,
p
q
35 are estimated.
ods in the lag.

For a lag of length 35 there are 36 periSo both lags are restricted to include from

one to 36 periods each.

It seems unlikely that aggregate

economic events nine years or more back have much effect
in the context of the model on the decision makers who determine stock and bond yields.
There are 1296 combinations of the integer values of
m

and m

26).

and so there are 1296 versions each of 25) and

Using R

as the criterion of selection, the "best"

equation of yield differential is:

26a)

D^^ = 60 + ?(6^-X?.g) + J^^-X^-h^ ^ ^ ^ - 1

The parameters and their respective T statistics are summarized in table 1, and the general statistical m.easures
of fit are listed in table 2.
Except for the Durbin-Watson statistic, the test
statistics are satisfactory.

Particularly satisfying are

the values of the T statistics for the parameters and the
—2
value of the overall F statistic. The value of R is comparable to the unadjusted correlation coefficient of 0.9^6
obtained by Modigllanl.
But there is, according to the Durbin-Watson statistic, some problem with first order autocorrelation of the
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TABLE 1
THE "BEST" EQUATION OF
YIELD DIFFERENTIAL

gsh

BP

g
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

-.023
-.017
-.007
.005
.020
.035
.051
.067
.083
.097
.110
.121
.128
.132
.132
.127
.116
.100
.077
.047
.009
-.037
-.093

T Statistic
-1.60
-1.79
-1.14
1.08
3.54
5.63
7.78
10.36
13.63
17.70
22.11
25.30
25.69
23.82
21.26
18.84
16.70
14.63
12.09
7.86
1.37
-4.02
-6.63

1.280 (total)

T Statistic

h

-.003
.007
.017
.025
.033
.039
.044
.049
.052
.055
.056

-.63
1.71
4.97
8.92
12.65
15.37
17.09
18.26
19.22

23
24

.057
.057
.057
.056
.054
.051
.048

22.36
23.57
24.72
25.56
25.77
25.08
23.41

.045
.041

21.03
18.32
15.61

^h

.037
.033
.028

20.17
21.22

13.09
10.78

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

^h

.023
.017
.012
.006
.0004
-.005
-.011
-.017
-.022
-.028

T Statistic
8.67
6.67
4.67
2.53
.17
-2.28
-4.23
-5.30
-5.50
-5.26

0.913 (total)
Coe fficie'nt

T Statistic

^0 =-.043

-9.84

^c = .045

2.25
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TABLE 2
MEASURES OP FIT FOR THE
"BEST" EQUATIC:i

Statistic

Value

R2 (Adjusted)

.930

Overall F Statistic
with 9 and 70 df

118.327

Durbin-Watson Statistic

.953

Unadjusted Standard Error

.00455 (=0.455 %)

residuals.

This was a problem in the studies of both Keran

and Modigllanl, and thus it might seem that there is some
important variable affecting common stock which is yet to
be discovered.
According to the sum of the coefficients of inflation
and real growth, both variables are elements of growth for
common stock.

This result might be expected for real growth,

and it seems plausible that such is the case for Inflation
if one adopts a demand-pull model of corporate profit.

The

coefficients of inflation and real growth in the first few
periods are negative, but the T statistics of these coefficients are not significant.

These results are consistent

with Keran's assertion that the observed negative effect of
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high rates of current inflation on stock price is transmitted through the rate of discount instead of the level
of corporate profit.

Investors, according to this model,

seem to regard inflation and real growth as elements of
growth for common stock dividends.

The negative values of

the coefficients for inflation and real growth at the end
of each lag are not consistent with these statements of
course.

It seems to the author that the few negative coef-

ficients at the end of each lag are somehow connected with
the supposed missing variable referred to above, but this
is only a speculation.

In any case it seems evident that

inflation and real growth are generally elements of growth.
The model and data seem to agree fairly well according
to the statistical tests of fit.

And so in the next chapter

the model is extended to explain common stock yield.

CHAPTER V
AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL OF
COMMON STOCK YIELD
Using the model of yield differential developed above,
we turn now to the analysis of common stock yield.

Sub-

tracting the discount rate from each side of equation 26)
and multiplying by -1, we have:
m

m

- e
X

where Z^
ex is common stock yield at time x and rX is the
discount rate at x. According to the reasoning upon which
this model is based, the coefficient of r

is a priori
X

*^

restricted to unity.
It is not necessary to estimate 33)- From a theorem
of statistics (Johnston 1972, p. 159), estimating 33) subject
to the a priori restriction on r

produces coefficients and

test statistics equivalent to those for D
as in the r^re^
ex
vious chapter. Both methods of estimation are equivalent.
That is, the values of 6«, B , B?, and X are the same as
0
g' h
c
in the model of yield differential, and all of the test statistics for that model apply also to 33) above.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
^.,

In the model examined in this study, the variable

representing the forces of growth of unit income of capital,
is defined as a non-negative variable.

The risk rate ii.

in turn is defined so that it is non-negative and depends
on the magnitude of the economic forces which Impede or
reverse income Increase.

On the basis of slm.ple theory,

it is suggested that the difference (t>.'^.

is dependent on

the explanatory variables aggregate real growth and inflation.

Common stock is represented in the study by a broad,

balanced index.

And a simple rule of thumb is devised in

order to differentiate aggregate real growth and inflation
as elements of growth or risk for this index.
The study indicates that both real growth and inflation in most past periods of time are elements of grov/th
for common stock.

Current rates of Inflation and real

growth do not seem to affect either growth or risk much.
Modifying the model to explain common stock yield,
the model seems to provide a satisfactory explanation of
equity yield over a long time Interval of estimation.

How-

ever, the author shares Modigllanl's sentiments in some
respects about the problematic aspects of such miodels. In
particular the unsatisfactory value of the Durbin-Watson
36
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statistic seems to indicate the exclusion of some important
variable.

In the course of estimating the various equa-

tions, more than one attempt was made to modify the model
to Improve this statistic.

Several proxies were tried for

the liquidity variable on the suspicion that perhaps money
supply was insufficient as an indicator of liquidity for
equities.

It is conceivable, for instance, that money

might increase at a rapid rate and yet the level of liquidity in the equity sector decrease as government borrowing
increases.

To test for such effects, a liquidity variable

equal to the difference in the prime rate and the rate of
interest on long term corporate bonds was tested in place
of deviation of money supply growth.

It was reasoned that,

since short term rates are supposedly more volatile and
elastic with respect to various economic forces than long
term rates, this variable would indicate changes in liquidity regardless of their causes.

The results of estimation

were virtually the same as those reported above if not
slightly inferior.

This has lead the author to the tenta-

tive conclusion that the missing variable is not directly
related to fluctuations in liquidity.
Still, the generally good fit of the model and the
long interval of time which it "explains" are viewed with
some satisfaction.

And there is satisfaction in the fact

that the a priori foundations of the model have been made
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evident.

The goals of this study have been to develop a

simple model of common stock growth, risk, and yield which
is empirically significant.
met for the most part.

Those goals seem to have been

The model seenis adequate as a start-

ing point for any elaborations that might suggest them.selves
to the reader.
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APPENDIX:

ALMON LAG COMPUTER PROGRAM

The widespread use of Almon lags in econometric analysis has generated many computer programs designed to produce "best" regression equations according to the polynomial lag scheme.

However, only recently have researchers

such as Schmidt and Waud discovered the potentiality for
specification error inherent in many of the older methods
on which some of these programs are based.
A computer program which meets the basic lag length
criteria of Schmidt and Waud Is presented in this section.
With this program it is possible to compute regressions of
all combinations of two independent variables each with lag
lengths from zero to some specified maximum along with one
unlagged variable.
The program is written in VSBASIC, a modern scientific
language which is syntactically very simple.

All instruc-

tions for the operation of the program are included in the
program under the heading "operational instructions."

Com-

ments are included at appropriate places in the program to
indicate the type of calculation made at that place.
The program can compute all combinations of lag
lengths with a maximum of forty periods, and it is designed
for a maximum of one hundred observations of each variable.
All data is stored within the program in "data" statements.
So no cards are required unless the program Itself Is written
41
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on cards.
Output includes a complete listing of the actual data,
and the output for the "best" regression equation includes
the simulated values of the dependent variable, the number
of parameters and degrees of freedom, the "unexplained" sum
of squares, the standard error, the lag coefficients and
associated T statistics, the constant parameter and its T
statistic, the Durbin-Watson statistic, the "adjusted" coefficient of multiple correlation, and the "overall" F statistic.

Also, a summary of all correlation coefficients

is printed in matrix form.

The program also provides a

warning if in any regression the inversion of a matrix is
impossible because of singularity.
ceeds to the next regression.

Then the program pro-
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10 REM * * * * * * • * * • * • * * • * • • * * • * # • • • • •
20 REM * * * * * * * * * * • • * * • * * • * * • * * • • * • •
30 REM * * VSBASIC LANGUAGE PROGRAM FOR REGRESSION OF T,^0 * *
kO REM * * EXPLANATORY VARIABLES WITH VARIABLE LENGTH
**
50 REM * * ALMON LAGS. "ALL REGRESSIONS" FOR 2flD DEGREE, * •
60 REM * * 3RD DEGREE, & 4TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL ALMON LAGS. * *
70 REfl * * * * * • * • * * * * * * • * * * * * * * • * • * • *
80 REfl * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • • * * * * • • * * • • • •
90 REM
100 REM
110 REM **************** MISC. REMARKS ****************
120 REM
130 REM * "Nl" DENOTES NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS OF EACH
140 REM * VARIABLE.
150 REM
160 REM * "PI" DENOTES NUMBER OF PARAMETERS.
17 0 REM
180 REM * "K" DENOTES NO. OF PERIODS IN LAG FOR FIRST
190 REM * INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. ("K" RUNS FROM ONE TO "Kl."
2 00 REM * MAXIMUM "Kl" IS 4 0.)
210 REM
220 REM * "L" DENOTES NO. OF PERIODS IN LAG FOR SECOND
230 REM * INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. ("L" RUNS FROM ONE TO "Kl.")
240 REM
25 0 REM
260 REM ************ OPERATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS ************
270 REM
230 REM * SPECIFY NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS (Nl: MAX 100) OF
290 REM * THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FIRST DATA
300 REM * STATEMENT.
310 REM
320 REM * SPECIFY "Kl" IN SECOND DATA STATEMENT. THIS IS
330 REM * THE UPPER LIMIT OF "K" (=1,2,...,Kl) AND "L"
340 REM * (=1,2,...,K1). MAX "Kl" IS 40.
350 REM
360 REM * IN THE THIRD (SET OF) DATA STATEMENT(S) LIST
370 REM * THE OBSERVED VALUES OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
380 REM * IN ORDER FROM PRESENT TO PAST. THERE SHOULD
390 REM * BE "Nl" VALUES.
400 REM
410 REM * IN THE FOURTH DATA STATEMENTS) LIST THE
420 REM * "Nl+Kl-1" VALUES OF THE 1ST INDEPENDENT
430 REM * VARIABLE IN ORDER FROM PRESENT TO PAST.
kkO REM

U50 REM * IN THE FIFTH DATA STATEMENT(S) LIST THE
U60 REM * "Nl+Kl-1" VALUES OF THE 2ND INDEPENDENT
i*70 REM * VARIABLE IN ORDER FROM PRESENT TO PAST.
kSO REM
490 REM •

IN SIXTH DATA STATEMENT(S)

LIST " N l "
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500 REM * VALUES OF LAST I NO. VAR. FROM PRESENT
510 REM * TO PAST.
520 REM
530 DIM Y(100,l),O(2,139), J(iiO,40),M(l,100),S(100,40)
540 DIM T(100,40),C(40,5),D(40,5),A(100,40),B(100,40)
5 50 DIM E(100,5),F(100,5),X(100,12),P(12,100),O(12,12),R(12,12)
560 DIM V(12,100),W(12,1),Z(100,1),G(40,1)JU40,1),N(40,1)
570 READ Nl, Kl
580 MAT Y(N1,1) = (0)
590 MAT 0(2,K1+N1-1) = (0)
600 MAT M(1,N1) = (0)
610 MAT J(K1,K1) = (0)
620 MAT S(N1,K1) = (0)
630 MAT T(N1,K1) = (0)
640 MAT Z(N1,1) = (0)
650 REM
660 REM * MATRICES A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, N, P, Q, R, V,V/, X ARE
670 REM * RE-DIMENSIONED IN THE COURSE OF THE PROGRAM.
680 REM
690 MAT READ Y, 0,M
700 MAT Y = (0.01)*Y
710 MAT 0 = (0.01)*O
720 MAT M = (0.01)*M
7 30 PRINT
740 PR I fJT ***************** DATA CHECK ****************'
750 MAT PRINT Y,0,M
760 PRINT
770 PRINT
780 Yl = 0
790 FOR U=l TO Nl
800 Yl = Yl + Y(U,1)
810 NEXT U
820 Yl = Yl/Nl
830 PRINT »MEAN OF "Y" ='/Yl
840 PRINT
850 PRINT
860 PRINT '*****************************************
870 PRINT
880 Y2 = 0
890 FOR U=l TO Nl
900 Y2 = Y2 + (Y(U,1) - Yl)**2
910 NEXT U
920 REM
930 REM * NEXT: "MAT S" SORTS "MAT 0" INTO "Nl" VERTICAL
9U0 REM * OBSERVATIONS OF EACH OF "Kl" SUCCESSIVE LAGS ON
950 REM * THE 1ST INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.
960 REM
970 REM * AND "ftAT T" SORTS "MAT 0" INTO "Nl" VERTICAL
980 REM * OBSERVATIONS OF EACH OF "Kl" SUCCESSIVE LAGS ON
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990 REM * THE 2ND INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.
1000 REM
1010 FOR U=l TO Nl
1020 FOR 1=1 TO Kl
1030 S(U, I ) = Od^U+l-l)
1040 T(U, I ) = 0(2,U+I-1)
1050 NEXT I
1060 NEXT U
1070 N2 = Nl - 1
1080 REM
1090 REM * START LOOPS FOR DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL.
1100 REM
1110 FOR Al=3 TO 5
1120 'T9=0
1130 REM
1140 REM * START LOOPS FOR LAG LENGTH COMBINATIONS.
1150 REM
1160 REM * FIRST: CALCULATE THE ALMON LAGRANGIAN COEF.S
1170 REM
1180 FOR K=l TO Kl
1190 IF K>A1 GOTO 1220
1200 MAT C(K,K) = IDN
1210 GOTO 1480
1220 MAT C(K, Al) = (0)
1230 IF Al=4 GOTO 1310
1240 IF Al=5 GOTO 1380
1250 FOR I=1 TO K
1260 C ( M ) = ((l-(K+l)/2)*(l-K))/(((K-l)**2)/2)
1270 C(l,2) = (d-l )*(I -K))/(((K-l)**2)/4)
1280 C(I,3) = ((l-l)*(l -(K+l)/2))/(((K-l)**2)/2)
1290 NEXT I
1300 GOTO 1480
1310 FOR I =1 TO K
1320 C ( M ) = ((l-2)*(I -K+l)*(I-K))/((2-K)*(K-l))
1330 C(l,2) =((l-l)*(l- K+l)*(l-K))/((3-K)*(2-K))
1340 C(l,3) = ((l-l)*(l -2)*(l-K))/((K-2)*(3-K))
1350 C(l,4) = ((I-l)*(l -2)*(l-K+l))/((K-l)*(K-2))
1360 NEXT I
1370 GOTO 1480
1380 Zl = (K-l)**2
1390 Z2 = (K-2)/2
1400 Z3 = (K-3)**2
1410 FOR I =1 TO K
((l-2)*( -(K-»-l)/2)*(l-K+l)*(I-K))/(Zl*Z2)
1420 C ( M )
(( l-l)*( -(K+l)/2)*(l-K+l)*(l-K))/(-Z5*Z2)
1430 C(l,2)
1440 C( I , 3 ) ((l-l)*( -2)*(I-K+1)*(I-K))/((Z1*Z5)/16)
((l-l)*( -2)*( I-(K + l)/2)*( l-K))/(-Z3*Z2)
1450 0(1,4)
((I-l)*( -2)*(I-(K+1)/2)*(I-K+1))/(Z1*Z2)
1460 C(I,5)
1470 NEXT I
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1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960

IF T9=l GOTO 1500
FOR L=l TO Kl
IF L>A1 GOTO 1530
MAT D(L,L) = IDN
GOTO 1790
MAT D(L,A1) = (0)
IF Al=4 GOTO 162 0
IF Al=5 GOTO 1690
FOR I =1 TO L
D ( M ) = ((l-(L + l) / 2 ) * ( l - L ) ) / ( ( ( L - l ) * * 2 ) / 2 )
D(l,2) = ((1-1 )*( l - L ) ) / ( ( ( L - l ) * * 2 ) / 4 )
D(l,3) = ((l-l)*( l - ( L - H ) / 2 ) ) / ( ( ( L - l ) * * 2 ) / 2 )
NEXT I
GOTO 1790
FOR I =1 TO L
D(M)
((l-2)*( l-L+l)*(l-L))/((2-L)*(L-l))
D(l,2)
((l-l)*( l-L+l)*(I-L))/((3-L)*(2-L))
((l-l)*( l-2)*(l-L))/((L-2)*(3-L))
D(l,3)
((l-l)*( I-2)*(l-L+l))/((L-l)*(L-2))
D(l,4)
NEXT I
GOTO 1 7 9 0
Zl = ( L - l ) * * 2
Z2 = ( L - 2 ) / 2
Z3 = ( L - 3 ) * * 2
FOR I =1 TO L
D(l,l)
(( l-2)*(I -(L+1)/2)*(I-L*1)*(I-L))/(Z1*Z2)
D(I,2)
( ( l - l ) * ( l -(L + l ) / 2 ) * ( l-L-H)*( l-L))/(-Z3*Z2)
(( l-l)*(l -2)*(I-L+1)*(I-L))/((Z1*Z3)/16)
D(l,3)
( ( l - l ) * ( I -2)*(I-(L +l)/2)*( I-L))/(-Z3*Z2)
D(l,4)
(( l-l)*(I -2)*(I-(L + 1)/2)*(I-L+1))/(Z1*Z2)
D(l,5)
NEXT I
REM
REM * NEXT: "MATR ICES S AND T" ARE RE-ARRANGED BY THE
REM * ALMON SCHEM E INTO THE "OLS" MATRIX OF IND.
REM * VARIABLES, DENOTED HERE "MAT X."
REM
L5 = Al
IF K X A l - 1 ) GOTO 1 8 7 0
L5 = K
L4 = Al
IF L X A l - 1 ) GOTO 1 9 0 0
U* = L
PI = L5 • L4 + 2
Dl

= Nl

-

PI

MAT A(N1,K) = ( 0 )
MAT B ( N 1 , L) = ( 0 )
FOR U=l TO Nl
FOR I =1 TO K
A(U, I ) = S ( U , I )

1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
235 0
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2U40
2U50

NEXT I
FOR I=1 TO L
B(U,I ) = T(U,I)
NEXT I
NEXT U
L5 = Al
IF KXAl-1) GOTO 2050
L5 = K
MAT E(N1,L5) = A*C
L5 = Al
IF LXAl-1) GOTO 2090
L5 = L
MAT F(N1,L5) = B*D
REM
REM * NOTE THAT "MATRICES E AND F" ARE SUITABLE FOR
REM * ALMON'S EQUATION FOR VARIANCE OF ALMON COEF.S.
REM
MAT X(N1,P1) = (0)
FOR U=l TO Nl
X(U,1) = 1
L4 = Al
IF KXAl-1) GOTO 2200
L4 = K
L5 = Al
IF LXAl-1) GOTO 2230
L5 = L
FOR I =2 TO (L4 + 1)
X(U,I) = E(U,1-1)
NEXT I
FOR l=(L4+2) TO (L4+L5+1)
X(U,I) = F(U,I-L4-1)
NEXT I
X(U,P1) = M(1,U)
NEXT U
REM
REM * NEXT: "OLS" REGRESSION.
REM
MAT P(P1,N1) = TRN(X)
MAT a(Pl, PI) = P*X
IF DET(Q) = 0 GOTO 4100
MAT R(P1,P1) = INV(Q)
MAT V(P1,N1) = R*P
MAT W(P1,1) = V*Y
MAT Z = X*W
REM
REM * "MAT W" IS MATRIX OF "OLS" REGRESSION COEF.S
REM * NOT CONVERTED INTO ALMON COEF.S.
REM
El-0

48
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940

FOR U=l TO Nl
El = El • (Y(U,1) - Z(U,1))**2
NEXT U
J(K, L) = 1 - (E1/D1)/(Y2/N2)
IF T9=0 GOTO 4170
PRINT *********** THE "BEST" EQUATION ***********
PRINT ****** FOR POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE:*,(Al-1)
PRINT
PRIfJT
PRINT 'NUMBER OF PERIODS IN THE LAG FOR THE 1ST'
PRINT ' IND. rvARI ABLE IS:',K
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT 'NUMBER OF PERIODS IN THE LAG FOR THE 2ND'
PRINT 'IND. VARIABLE IS:',L
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT 'NUMBER OF PARAMETERS =',P1
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT 'DEGREES OF FREEDOM =',D1
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT 'SIMULATED VALUES OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE:'
MAT PRINT Z
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT '"UNEXPLAINED" SUM OF SQUARES =',E1
PRINT
PRINT
SI = (E1/D1)**(0.5)
PRINT 'STANDARD ERROR =',S1
PRINT
PRINT
REM
REM * NEXT: CALCULATE ALMON COEF.S.
REM
MAT G(K,1) = (0)
L5 = Al
IF K X A l - 1 ) GOTO 2870
L5 = K
FOR I=1 TO K
FOR 15=1 TO L5
G(l,l) = G(I,1) + C(I,I5)*W(I5+1,1)
NEXT 15
NEXT I
MAT H(L,1) = (0)
L4 = Al
IF. L X A l - 1 ) GOTO 2960

H9

2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
32 0
3250
3260
327 0
3280
3290
3500
3310
3320
3330

L4 = L
FOR I=1 TO L
FOR 15=1 TO L4
H(I,1) = H(I,1) + D(I,I5)*W(I5+L5*1,1)
NEXT 15
NEXT I
REM
REM * NEXT: CALCULATE "T" STATISTIC FOR THE CONSTANT
REM * TERM AND LAST VARIABLE.
REM
Tl = V/(1,1)/((E1*R(1,1)/D1)**(0.5))
T2 = W(P1,1)/((E1*R(P1,P1)/D1)**(0.5))
REM
REM * NEXT: CALCULATE "T" STATISTICS FOR 1ST IND.
REM * VARIABLE.
REM
L5 = Al
IF KXAl-1) GOTO 3140
L5 = K
MAT V(L5,N1) = TRN(E)
MAT R(L5, 13) = V*E
IF DET(R) = 0 GOTO 4100
MAT V(L5, L5) = INV(R)
MAT N(K, 1) = (0)
FOR I =1 TO K
FOR U=l TO L5
FOR Jl=l TO L5
N(I,1) = N(I,1) + C(I,U)*C(I,J1)*V(J1,U)
NEXT Jl
NEXT U
N(l,l) = (G(I,1)*(D1**(0.5)))/((N(I,1)*E1)**(0.5))
NEXT I
REM
REM * PRINT ESTIMATES AND "T" STATISTICS FOR THE
REM * CONSTANT TERM AND ALMON COEF.S OF THE 1ST IND.
REM * VARIABLE.
REM
PRINT 'CONSTANT COEF. OF REGRESSION IS:'
PRINT

3540
3350
3360
3570
3530

PRINT ' ' , W ( 1 , 1 ) , ' W I T H " T " STATI STI C: ' , TL
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT 'ALMON COEF.S FOR 1ST IND. \ARIABLE ARE:'
PRINT

3390

FOR 1 = 1 TO K

3400

PRINT '

3410

NEXT I

5420
3U30

PRINT
PRJNT

',G(I,1),'WITH

" T " STATI STI C: ' , N( I , 1 )

T i a t TECH UBRARY

50
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670

REM
REM * NEXT: CALCULATE "T" STATISTICS FOR 2MD IND.
REM * VARIABLE.
REM
L5 = Al
IF L X A l - 1 ) GOTO 3510
L5 = L
MAT V(L5,N1) = TRN(F)
MAT R(L5, L5 ) = V*F
IF DET(R) = 0 GOTO 4100
MAT V(L5,L5) = INV(R)
MAT N(L,1) = (0)
FOR 1=1 TO L
FOR U=l TO L5
FOR Jl=l TO L5
N(l,l) = N(l,l) + D(I,U)*D(I,J1)*V(J1,U)
NEXT Jl
NEXT U
N(l,l) = (H(I,1)*(D1**(0.5)))/((N(I,1)*E1)**(0.5))
NEXT I
REM
REM * PRINT ESTIMATES AND "T" STATISTICS FOR ALMON
REM * COEF.S OF THE 2ND IfJD. VARIABLE.
REM

3680 PRINT 'ALMON COEF.S FOR 2ND IND. 'VYVRIABLE ARE:'

3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780
3790

PRINT
FOR I=1 TO L
PRINT ' ',H(I,1),'WITH "T" STATISTIC:',N(1,1)
NEXT I
PRINT
PRINT
REM
REM * NEXT: PRINT COEF. AND "T" STAT. FOR LAST VAR.
REM
PRINT 'COEF. FOR LAST VARIABLE IS:'
PRINT

3800
3810
3820
3830
3840
3850
3860
3870
3880
3890
3900
3910
3920

PRINT ' ' , W ( P 1 , 1 ) , ' W I T H "T" S T A T I S T I C : ' , T2
PRINT
PRINT
REM
REM * NEXT: DURBIN-WATSON STATISTIC.
REM
E2 = 0
FOR U=l TO N2
Ul = U • 1
E2 = E2 • ( Z ( U , 1 ) - Y ( U , 1 ) - Z ( U 1 , 1 ) + Y ( U 1 , 1 ) ) * * 2
NEXT U
E2 = E2/ El
PRINT 'DURBIN-WATSON "D" STATISTIC = ' , E 2

51
3930
3940
3950
3960
3970
3980
3990
4 000
4010
4020
4030
4 040
4050
4050
4070
4030
4090
4100
4110
4120
4130
4140
4150
4160
4170
4180
4190
4200
4210
4220
4230
4240
4250
4260
4270
4280
4290
4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
U350
4360
U370
I»380
U390
U400
UUIO

PRIfJT
PRINT
REM
REM * NEXT: "ADJUSTED" R-SQUARFD.
REM
PRINT '"ADJUSTED" R-SQUARED = ' , J ( K , L)
PRIfJT
PRINT
REfl
REM * NEXT: "OVERALL" " F " S T A T I S T I C .
REfl
P2 = PI - 1
F5 = (P2 + D 1 * J ( K , L ) ) / ( P 2 * ( 1 - J ( K , L ) ) )
PRIfJT '"OVERALL" " F " STATISTIC W I T H : '
PRINT P2, 'AND: ' , 0 1
PRINT 'DEGREES OF FREEDOfI I S : ' , F 5
GOTO 4 1 2 0
PRINT 'flATRIX HAS NO I NVERSE--CALCULATI ON TERMINATED'
PRINT 'FOR 1ST LAG LENGTH = ' , K , ' A f l D 2ND LAG LENGTH ='
PRINT
PRINT
PRIfJT * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PRINT
IF T9 =1 GOTO 4 4 3 0
NEXT L
NEXT K
REM
REfl * END MAIN LOOPS AND SUMflARIZE RESULTS.
REM
PRIfJT * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * SUMf^ARY * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PRINT * * * * * * FOR POLYfJOMIAL OF D E G R E E : ' , ( A l - 1 )
PRINT
PRIfIT
PRINT 'f^lATRIX OF "ADJUSTED" R-SQUARED I S : '
MAT PRINT J
PRINT
PRINT
J9 = 0
FOR K=l TO Kl
FOR L=l TO Kl
IF J ( K , L X J 9 GOTO 4370
J 9 = J ( K , L)
K9 = K
L9 = L
NEXT L
NEXT K
K = K9
L = L9
T9 = 1

52
4420 GOTO 1190
4430 MAT J = (0)
4 44 0 NEXT Al
4450 REM * VALUE OF "Nl."
4460 DATA 80
4470 REM * VALUE OF "Kl."
4480 DATA 36
4490 REM * BOND-STOCK YIELD DIFFERENTIAL: 1975-I V,...,1956-I
4500 DATA 4.93,5.14,4.80,4.52,3.79,4.45,4.97,4.70
4510 DATA 4.29,4.76,4.43,U.76,I*.38,4.38,U.35,4.21
4520 DATA 4.12,4.30,4.63,4.04,4.16,4.58,U.75,5.05
4530 DATA 5.40,4.64,4.47,4.43,3.97,3.31,5.61,5.20
4540 DATA 3.45,2.93,2.58,2.03,2.18,2.12,2.09,2.07
4550 DATA 1. 88, 1. 69,1. 45,1. 46,1. Ji9,1. 54,1. 46,1. UO
4560 DATA 1.36,1.17,1.06,0.94,0.80,0.43,0.59,1.50
4570 DATA 1.57,1.45,1.65,1.28,1.44,0.81,1.26,1.16
4580 DATA 2.10,2.11,1.70,1.11,1.27,1.10,-.21,-.32
4590 DATA -.44,0.53,1.16,0.26,0.53,-.10, -.27, -.52
4600 REfl * RATE OF CHANGE OF DEFLATOR
4610 DATA 6.83,7.12,4.27,7.76,13.4,12.5,10.0,9.77,8.82
4620 DATA 7.41,7.17,6.46,4.67,3.42,2.82,5.79,3.57,5.38
4630 DATA 5.76,6.20,5.55,5.70,4.99,6.15,5.04,5.42,5.28
4640 DATA 4.40,5.72,3.75,4.71,5.24,4.67,3.93,1.49,2.59
4650 DATA 3.74,2.37,4.79,4.12,1.94,2.73,2.08,5.52,0.85
4660 DATA 2.22,1.59,1.17,2.77,1.18,0.28,1.64,2.46,1.08
4670 DATA 1.37,3.58,0.64,1.75,1.95,-0.52,0.76,1.53,0.76
4680 DATA 2.80,1.49,1.49,2.84,3.48,1.21,2.55,0.86,1.54
4690 DATA 0.45,5.76,1.62,4.72,5.55,4.62,5.33,5.49,2.11
4700 DATA 2.79,2.13,3.65,1.95,-0.87,1.35,5.06,-1.82,1.57
4710 DATA 1.03,-.55,4.55,2.52,-0.55,-0.75,4.25,0.14,2.05
4720 DATA 15.1,6.49,12.5,5.41,-1.21,0.08,-0.46,-5.55,-4.05
4750 DATA -1.92,6.90,4.75,6.94,15.1,7.21,4.45
4740 REM * RATE OK CHANGE OF REAL GNP
4750 DATA 4.98,11.9,5.32,-9.17,-7.51,-2.28,-5.59,-5.88,1.45
4760 DATA 2.65,0.25,8.75,8.47,5.25,7.85,7.60,5.45,2.82
4770 DATA 2.95,9.25,-5.86,2.07,0.19,-1.44,-2.15,1.41,1.80
4780 DATA 5.85,1.10,4.81,7.17,5.95,5.15,5.00,2.80,0.65
4790 DATA 5.04,5.78,2.79,7.60,8.72,7.12,6.07,8.95,1.55
4800 DATA 5.96,5.15,6.88,3.92,7.54,5.11,5.83,0.75,5.04
4810 DATA 5.28,5.89,9.95,5.28,6.91,2.59,-2.05,-1.72,-0.97
4820 DATA 8.25,4.50,-4.17,9.07,4.99,10.8,10.1,2.95,-7.55
4850 DATA -5.09,2.79,0.29,2.81,4.75,0.24,2.05,-1.75,4.12
1*840 DATA 5.97,6.19,9.95,7.84,5.94,-1.65,-5.28,-5.80,-2.41
U850 DATA 2.60,6.49,9.84,4.25,0.54,5.88,0.59,8.27,7.91
U860 DATA 5.75,9.50,15.3,11.1,19.5,-5.36,3.73,-1.52,-5.97
U870 DATA 4.22,4.01,7.49,5.07,4.95,0.45,5.05
1)880 REM * " N l " VALUES OF L I Q U I D I T Y

U890 DATA
U900 DATA

VAr'IASLE.

-2.65,-1.55,-1.85,-1.04,-4.57,0.57,U.24
2.14,-6.02,4.40,-4.74,2.65,2.14,0.01,5.52

53
4910
4920
4950
4940
4950
4950
4970
4980
4990
5000

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
END

-4.14,-1.65,5.18,5.85,-1.14,1.35,0.99,1.25
-2. 95,-4 . 25,-1. 05,1. ii8, 3 . 82, 2 . 21, 5 . 57,1. 05
0.72,4.51,2.52,5.88,-4.05,-5.2^,-0.19,2.69
3.38,1.99,1.00,0.25,1.07,5.15,2.38,1.25
1.49,0.70,2.59,1.55,2.27,-5.19,-0.75,0.47
2.25,0.97,1.95,1.U8,-1.55,5.55,-1.55,-5.51
-4.18,-2.15,1.02,5.95,5.01,1.71,14.58,0.47
-4.21,-2.14,-2.04,-2.22,-0.44,-2.20,-2.05,-1.61
-2.64

